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Abstract The aim of the paper is to investigate the statistical association, on a sample of Italian subjects, extracted by Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) dataset, between chronic diseases (occurrence or number of chronic diseases) and socio-economic and behavioural determinants (lifestyle indicators, QoL indicators, cognitive functioning variables). To this aim, additive Bayesian network (ABN) analysis was used. The resulting ABN model shows that better-educated individuals have better health outcomes, age is direct and gender is an indirect determinant of the number of chronic diseases. Furthermore, self-perceived health is associated with lower number of chronic diseases, lower physical limitations and higher quality of life and these indicators can be considered within a unitary vision to represent well-being of elderly people, as they share a similar distribution by gender and age.
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Introduction

In Italy, the main non-communicable diseases (NCDs) all together account for heavy disease burden, due to the increasing population aging. Data from the Italian National Institute of Statistics in 2015 show that the mortality rate for cardiovascular diseases is 512 per 100000 people, while mortality for other diseases is lower but still worrying (294 per 100000 for cancer, 137 per 100000 for chronic respiratory diseases and 82 per 100000 for mental disorders). The WHO NCD global surveillance strategy is based on a multidimensional view of NCD determinants, including physiological and lifestyle influences and environmental and social factors. People with low socioeconomic status (SES) have less access to NCD care and treatment, are less aware of correct lifestyles to hamper the onset of NCDs and to prevent advanced-stage disease and complications. Some studies show that poor living conditions and primary education are associated with physical inactivity [7] and that there is an inverse social gradient for the feminine obesity [4]. Other studies show the positive impact of education on the consumption of healthy nutrients and on the reduction of individual body-mass index [3]. The majority of chronic diseases affects the overall health of patients by limiting their well-being, the functional status, productivity and health-related quality of life. The main limitation of psychosocial well-being regards the minor involvement in social activities that implicates a reduction of positive reinforcement [5]. A classical approach to investigate the statistical association between chronic diseases (presence or not of chronic diseases) and covariates of interest (SES variables, lifestyle indicators, QoL indicators, cognitive functioning variables) is based on generalized linear models, which make a net classification of variables into covariates and the response. In a multifactorial complex disease system, such that one of NCDs, it should be desirable to analyze the associations between all covariates with all variables being potentially dependent, using Additive Bayesian Networks (ABN) [10]. In order to explain this interrelationship, a data-driven approach using Additive Bayesian Network was applied to find the most probable structure.

Material and Methods

2.1 The sample

For the purpose of our study, it was analysed the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) dataset. This dataset is a multidisciplinary and cross-national panel database of micro data on health, socio-economic status and social
NCD, SES, lifestyle and well-being in Italy: An ABN model and family networks on 27 European countries and Israel. In particular, for this analysis we focused on Italian data. The dataset contains 5,288 observations and 17 variables, after having removed missing values. Categorical variables with multiple categories have been transformed into binary, in order to analyze the data with the ABN methodology.

2.1.1 Dataset structure

The variables under study are: gender with two categories “Male” and “Female”, age of the respondent, years of education (yedu), marital status (mstat) with categories “Married” and “Not Married”, household total net income (thinc), household net worth (hnetw), current job status (cjs), with categories “Labor force” and “Not labor force”, Body Mass Index (BMI) of the respondent, smoking (esmoked), with categories “Yes” and “No”, physical inactivity (phinact), with categories “Yes” and “No”, number of chronic disease (chronic), US version of self-perceived health (sphus), with categories “Less than good” and “More or equal than good”, global activity limitation (gali), a binary variables with categories “Limited” and “Not Limited”, score of verbal fluency test (fluency), score regarding “first trial ten words list learning” test (cf008tot), score regarding “delayed trial ten words list learning” test (cf016tot), quality of life in older ages (casp), ranging between 0 to 12. Fluency, cf008tot and cf016tot measure subjective and objective aspects of the respondent’s cognitive function, like memory and verbal fluency.

2.2 Statistical methods

Descriptive statistics were carried out. Continuous variables were summarized with mean, median and standard deviation. Categorical variables were analysed with frequencies distributions. Additive Bayesian network (ABN) analysis was used to identify factors associated with the non-communicable disease. Bayesian networks (BNs) belong to the family of probabilistic graphical models (GMs). These models represent a set of variables and their conditional dependencies through a directed acyclic graph (DAG). They are enabled to represent the joint probability distribution (JDP) over a set of random variables. The structure of a DAG is represented by a set of nodes that represent random variables and a set of edges visualized by arrows between nodes that are direct dependencies among variables. Additive Bayesian networks (ABN) are a special type of BN models, where the parameters instead to be based on contingency table, are based on generalized linear model (GLM). Each node in the DAG is the equivalent to the response variable in a GLM. To all DAG was imposed a uniform prior to allow a full data-driven approach. The identification of the best DAG was doing with an exact search method and the identification of the best DAG was based on the marginal log-likelihood. The marginal log-likelihood represents the goodness of fit metric in Bayesian modeling and it includes an im-
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An explicit penalty for model complexity. The first step to identify the best DAG consists in increasing the maximum number of parents allowed per node (that are the number of allowed covariates in each model) until the goodness of fit remained constant. The model selection procedure started from one to twelve possible parents per node. The best DAG was identified, with eleven maximum number of possible parents per node. The second step regards the model adjustment for over-fitting, that usually is doing when the sample is small and there are many variables. In this step before to generate dataset with MCMC simulation it useful check if the area under the curve of the posterior density integrates to one. In the third step, the marginal posterior log odds ratio was estimated for each parameter from the integration of the posterior distribution with respect to the set of parameters. The maximum likelihood estimates were obtained by the joint posterior distribution. Since ABN methodology allows to evaluate the association between all variables, an arc between two variables in the final ABN model indicates a “direct” relationship, whereas an “indirect” relationship is defined as a relationship between two variables through an intermediate variable. Data were analyzed with R software (version 3.3.2), and the ABN methodology was implemented with “abn” package [11].

3 Results

The exploratory data analysis revealed that there is a strong correlation between cf008tot and cf016tot (p=0.72) and a negative correlation between age and cf008tot (r=0.39), a positive correlation between chronic and age (r=0.35) and between years of education and cf008tot. All other quantitative variables show a correlation < 0.33. By exploring the scatter-plot of the marginal log-likelihood, the optimal number of parents allowed was found to be six. The optimal DAG (see Fig. 1), showed that the number of chronic disease showed a direct association with BMI (coeff= 0.13), years of education (coeff= -0.073) and age (coeff= 0.12) and an indirect association with gender (coeff= 0.26). Very interestingly, gender is a direct determinant of smoking status. Relating to self-perceived health, the DAG shows direct associations with chronic diseases (coeff= -0.52), cognitive function indicator (cf008 coeff=0.07, cf016tot coeff= 0.29 and fluency coeff=0.04), global activity limitations (coeff= 1.99), quality of life (coeff= 0.12) and with socio-behavioural determinants (marital status coeff=-0.36, working status coeff= -0.65 and physical inactivity coeff= -0.63).

4 Discussion

Additive Bayesian networks analysis of the Share dataset confirms the multidimensional approach of NCD determinants which is suggested by WHO [8]. According to this framework, all determinants are distributed along four successive causa-
tion levels, going from physiological influences to social structure, passing through lifestyle and environmental influences. Among physiological and lifestyle influences, our study found out BMI as direct and smoking as indirect determinant of the number of chronic diseases in line with other literature [2, 6]. Within the social structure, another important finding was the role of education and age as direct determinants and of gender as indirect determinant of the number of chronic diseases. Better-educated individuals obtain better health outcomes from a fixed set of inputs because they have the abilities and information to make better choices for their lifestyles. Education indirectly facilitates individual development and interpersonal relationships, enabling people to pursue personal and professional success, which has a positive impact on health [1]. Another finding of our study is that better self-perceived health is associated with lower number of chronic diseases, lower physical limitations and higher quality of life. All these indicators can be considered within a unitary vision to represent well-being of elderly people, as they share a similar distribution by gender and age. In fact, a higher proportion of males yield positive
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**Fig. 1** Optimal ABN model, in terms of marginal likelihood, with a maximum number of six parents per node
outcomes on psychological distress, self-rated health, life satisfaction and chronic diseases and a slightly higher percentage of females display better outcomes regarding their quality of life and BMI. Furthermore, a higher level of well-being appeared to be prevalent among elderly people embedded more frequently in social activity participation [9]. One strength of our study relates to the statistical method used. Additive Bayesian networks supply a general framework to understand the multiple association process that can emerge from the complex interrelationship among health indicators, socio-economic and behavioural determinants. Moreover, through prior elicitation, it should be possible to embed all available information about the statistical association among them. Finally, the data-driven approach could help us to formulate new research hypotheses and to design and construct subsequent theoretical models.
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